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Topic : Knowledge Representation
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The big elephant in the room
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� Knowledge representation: Knowledge representation Issues: 
� First order logic, 

� Predicate Logic, 

� Structured Knowledge Representation: 
� Backward Chaining , 
� Backward Chaining , 
� Resolution ,

� Semantic Nets, 
� Frames, and 
� Scripts, 
� Ontology.

Main Objective of this Lecture
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� Knowledge Representation Issues
� Semantic Networks
� FRAMES
� Scripts

Contents:-
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An Intelligent Agent

Knowledge 
Representation

ReasoningPlanning

Learning

Input Natural lang.
Vision

Effectors
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Knowledge representation
� Requirements:

� Adequacy (I) (also called completeness)
� Correctness (II)
� Efficiency (III)

I/II/III

Representational Inferential Acquisitional (learning)
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� It becomes clear that particular knowledge representation models 
allow for more specific more powerful problem solving mechanisms 
that operate on them. 

� Examine specific techniques that can be used for representing & 
manipulating knowledge within programs.

� Representation & Mapping
� Facts :- truths in some relevant world
� These are the things we want to represent.
� Representations of facts in some chosen formalism. 
� Things we are actually manipulating. Structuring these entities is as 

two levels.
� The knowledge level, at which facts concluding each agents behavior 

& current goals are described.

Knowledge Representation Issues

Internal RepresentationsFacts

English Representations

English generation
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� Representational adequacy is the ability to represent all of 
the kinds of knowledge that are needed in that domain.

� Inferential Adequacy: - the ability to manipulate the 
representation structures in such a way as to derive new 
structures corresponding to new knowledge inferred from 
ol.

� Inferential Efficiency: - the ability to incorporate into the 
knowledge structure additional information that can be used 
to focus the attention of the inference mechanism in the most 
promising directions.

� Acquisitioned Efficiency: - the ability to acquire new 
information easily. The simplest case involves direct insertion 
by a person of new knowledge into the database.

Approaches to knowledge Representation.
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